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Speedy USB Joyroom SA21-1T3 cable, 3 in 1/ 30W/cable 1.2m (black)
In  this  day and age,  where mobile  devices  are  an integral  part  of  our  lives,  a  high-quality  charging cable  is  an indispensable  gadget.
Joyroom presents a cable that not only fulfills these basic functions, but also stands out from the competition thanks to its comfort of use
and thoughtful design. See what it can offer you! 
 
Comfort of use
The Joyroom cable brings a new dimension of convenience to everyday life. With a 3-in-1 feature, this versatile cable comes with three
key ends: micro USB, USB-C and Lightning. Whether you need to charge your smartphone, tablet or other equipment, Joyroom provides
one solution that eliminates the need for multiple cables. Forget the clutter and searching for the right cable - now everything you need
is in one practical product. What's more, it exhibits a power output of 30 watts, so your equipment will get its power back in no time. 
 
Thoughtful design 
The Joyroom cable is designed with durability and functionality in mind. It offers an optimal length of 1.2 meters, allowing you to freely
use your devices even while charging. High-quality materials, such as aluminum alloy and braided nylon, not only give it an elegant look,
but also provide exceptional durability. With such a well-thought-out design, it is a product that can be relied on in all circumstances.
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	Producer
	Joyroom
	Model
	SA21-1T3
	Power
	30 W
	Length
	1,2 m
	Color 
	Black 
	Interface 
	micro USB, USB-C, Lightning 
	Material 
	Aluminum alloy braided nylon

Price:

Before: € 6.9987

Now: € 6.30

Smartphone accessories, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning 3 in 1
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